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When Reapers Creed's single, sexy VP, Damon,has one night with a trick, the impossible becomes reality.
Lyra, a slave for Los Diablos MC, needs to find a way to escape her terrible life. One night she gets offered
to please a client. Can she work this to her advantage? Get the freedom she so desperately wants?
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From Reader Review Reapers Creed MC : Damon's Salvation for
online ebook

Dawn Gee says

Very good debut

I really enjoyed the characters. They're well written and given depth that makes them likeable and
interesting. Lyra and Damon go through a lot trying to come together. Lyra suffers unimaginable pain (no
spoilers). Leslie is a spunky and living little girl.

Susan Curtis says

??? Awesome

Loved this MC romance story about Damon and Lyra. Fast paced read that had a intriguing and twisted plot.
The only exception was that Lyra’s initial involvement with that first MC was very confusing. Didn’t
understand if her mother actually traded her or not. Anyway, great little read and totally recommend it ???

Taylor Freeman says

2.5 stars

Cathy Sailer says

Awesome love story!

Lyra was caught in a situation where she had to give herself to gain her freedom and that one night changed
her life. When she found out about the baby she didn't get the response she needed so she walked away.
Years later Damon has everyone on lockdown and he finds out that he has a daughter. With Lyra's past she
doesn't know where she fits in and her insecurities get the best of her. Her doubts about Damon makes her
run and puts her in the path of danger.

I could not put this book down I read it cover to cover and I need to read it again! I hope that there's more to
the other stories in this book!

Amanda Thomas says

Great debut



I look forward to seeing more from this author. This book kept my attention and I wanted to finish reading.
The story was so unbelievable at times and the author jumps all over the place, though. The writing feels
very sporadic as if the author threw a whole bunch of events together without a proper transition. Very odd.

Kathryn Kelly says

Ana Rosso makes a strong debut with Damon's Salvation. Lyra is a smart, tough heroine whom you root for
from the time she is introduced. Damon is sexy and protective, a true alpha. At times, I wanted to strangle
him for being so blind. In the end, he rose to the occasion. Damon's Salvation was a fast paced, enjoyable
read and I can't wait for the next installment.

Whynter Raven says

First congrats Ana Rossi on your first book. I absolutely love it. If you love hard core MC romance you need
to check out Reapers Creed MC: Damon's Salvation. Who know the VP of Reapers Creed had a soft heart
and still can be hard core. I highly recommend this book to all me friends.

Judy Miracle says

This is seriously Ana's debut book??? HOLY CRAP!!! I loved this book. It had me from page one. Ana
Rossi knows how to deliver a raw, gritty, intense, and action packed read that will leave you wanting more
page after page.

Damon is one sexy alpha male and also VP of the Reaper's Creed MC. Lyra even with all that she has gone
through is smart, strong and a person you cannot help but fall in love with. Her daughter.. oh man... that little
girl and what she has gone through in her few short years had me tearing up left and right. You will just melt
for this little girl and then not long after your panties will be melting by the chemistry between Damon and
Lyra.

I guarantee you will have a hangover after reading this book. I know it is still running through my head and
its been well over a week since i read it. So even though Ana is a debut author this is one series and author
you do not want to miss out on. Can not wait to see what else Ana brings to the table next.

Melissa says

Stayed up half the night to finish!

FOUR STARS
????

Reapers Creed MC: Damon's Salvation was a great debut book by Ana Rosso! I stayed up half the night just
so I could find out what would happen to Damon and Lyra and little Leslie!



While some parts skipped ahead to quick for my detailed brain to like I enjoyed the story overall! The
characters were well written and I can't wait to see were Ana takes this MC and it's members!

Steph says

Enjoyed.

It was a really good read. Fast paced enough to keep you reading. I liked the characters and would l I keep to
read more books about them. The storyline was a little had to handle at one point if you can handle rape
scenes, but it was told with just enough detail and not over done so you could get through it without being
turned off the book. Has HE A so read it.

Jamie Ellis says

Freaking wow!!

This was an amazing read.....this is everything you want in a MC read. The storyline is extremely fast paced
and geesh I loved this story. The alpha male in this one just freaking wow!! Can you say walking sex thing??
Really liked the way he fell instalove with his daughter. Lyra was an amazing female character.....she was
strong, protective of her daughter and literally goes through heck!!
I really hope Ana Rosso plans to write more books, stories and MC world for us to get lost in.......because if
she doesn't she's wasting a really good talent. So from this avid reader I am begging for more from the gang
of the Reapers Creed MC!!
Thanks Jamie Nibarger Ellis

Danena Freeman says

It was a great read. I loved the characters and it had a interesting story line. The flow was a little off as
everything happened very quickly but it was still well worth the read. I can't wait to read more books in this
series. I have a feeling this author is just going to keep getting better with time. A great start to a new series.
Rated very good

Kelly says

Meh

I just don't know how I felt about this book, it moved the space of three years in the space of a paragraph. I
didn't like the fact that it took so long for them to have the first conversation after he found her again and
then she was all over him again in a couple of sentences. About three quarters of the way through the rhythm
evened out a bit and from there it was pretty good, I'd consider reading something else from this author.



Linda says

It was okay. I really wanted to love this book but there was just too much happening and everything was a bit
rushed because of that. So many people being introduced and given a back story so you understood why they
did what they did.
And also so many people being introduced who I'm guessing will be getting their own story, because so
much was left unresolved (and I want to know more about their story!).

If the H had only half of the stuff that happened to her, happen to her, it still would've been such a great
book. Given a little bit more information/background/points of view on the things that did happen and there
would've been such a better connection with the characters from a readers point of view. Or if it had been
spread over two books.

I'd read the next book that comes out, because the story was very interesting. I just hope that the next one
will be a bit more in depth and not a rush through so many events that are happening.

Courtney says

What the heck

What the heck did I just read? How did it get so many good reviews? Thank heavens it was free


